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Abstract: Although a well-organized power system is less subject to blackouts, the existence of
a proper restoration plan is nevertheless still essential. The goal of a restoration plan is to bring
the power system back to its normal operating conditions in the shortest time after a blackout
occurs and to minimize the impact of the blackout on society. This paper presents a decentralized
multi-agent system (MAS)-based restoration method for a low voltage (LV) microgrid (MG). In the
proposed method, the MG local controllers are assigned to the specific agents who interact with each
other to achieve a common decision in the restoration procedure. The evaluation of the proposed
decentralized technique using a benchmark low-voltage MG network demonstrates the effectiveness
of the proposed restoration plan.

Keywords: average consensus algorithm (ACA); black start; local controller; microgrid (MG);
multi-agent system (MAS); power system restoration (PSR)

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivations

Nowadays, the limited operating margins of the power systems have increased the risk of power
blackouts and system collapse. In recent years, several major blackouts have occurred around the
world. For instance, the blackout that occurred on 14 August 2003 in North America, caused an
immense loss and the power system restoration (PSR) lasted nearly two weeks [1]. Also, a European
power outage affected 15 million people on 4 November 2006, and it lasted up to 2 h. The blackout
that occurred on 31 July 2012, in north India deenergized 50 GW of loads and affected 670 million
people. The 2009 Brazil and Paraguay blackout was a power outage that occurred in many sections
of Brazil and for a short time affected the entirety of Paraguay. The Fukushima nuclear power plant
was faced with a series of equipment failures after the earthquake and tsunami on 11 March 2011,
and a significant amount of radioactive materials were also released into ground and ocean waters [2].
When a blackout occurs, the main priority is to restore the power system in a proper manner so
that the maximum load is restored as soon as possible considering the operating conditions and the
system security.
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During the past years, various aspects of the PSR problem have been studied, and its theories and
methods are largely mature [3–7]. In conventional power systems, the restoration process begins from
the transmission system by starting up those power plants which provide the black start capability in
the shortest time. This allows the supply of a large part of the consumers near the power plants and
to energize the transmission network [4]. The start of the restoration process from the transmission
system causes many consumers in the distribution system to be supplied in the final stages of the
restoration process, so the reliability of the system is decreased.

With the restructuring of the power grids toward smart grids which are based on the smart energy
infrastructure consisting of microgrids (MGs) and distributed energy resources, the possibility of
restoration of a large part of the loads at the distribution level along with restoration of the power
plants and transmission network is provided. Therefore, the combination of the distributed energy
resources and the flexible demands in the form of MGs can facilitate the implementation of local
self-healing methods and accelerate the restoration process. In this sense, the PSR process can be
carried out using a top-down procedure starting from the high voltage (HV) transmission system
along with a bottom-up approach starting from the low voltage (LV) distribution system by using the
capabilities of the LV MGs. The LV MGs and the HV transmission system will be synchronized and
connect together at the medium voltage (MV) distribution level [8–11].

The motivation of this paper was to design and develop a decentralized multi-agent-based
approach for restoration of a MG after a general blackout. The proposed decentralized approach
provides an adequate restoration sequence to maximize the amount of restored loads.

1.2. Literature Review

The aims of restoration are to enable the power system to return to its normal conditions rapidly
and securely, to minimize the losses and the restoration time, and to alleviate the adverse effects
on the society after an outage. Many methods and technologies are employed for preparing the
restoration schemes to address the abovementioned goals. Although the nature of the outages is
unique, certain common guidelines exist to help operators restore and rebuild a stable power system
after an outage [12]. The PSR can be categorized based on several different criteria as follows:

(a) Different parts of the power system: PSR needs to be carried out in different types of power
systems and at different levels. In [13], the restoration of the transmission system with the goal
of finding an appropriate sequence of actions to minimize the size of the blackout over time
is presented. To solve the restoration ordering problem (ROP), the DC model and the linear
programming approximation of AC (LPAC) power flow are used, and it is shown that the DC
model is not sufficiently accurate to solve the ROP. In contrast, the LPAC power flow model is
sufficiently accurate to obtain the restoration plans. In [14], the PSR is stated as a multi-objective,
multi-variable, and multi-constrained nonlinear optimization problem and a multi-objective
model based on the combination of the multi-agent technology and Tabu search method (TSM)
is proposed for the restoration of the transmission system. Some of the studies investigate the
restoration of the distribution system. In [15], by using the genetic algorithm (GA), the switching
operation is minimized during the restoration process. It also reduces the required calculations
time. The capabilities of the distributed generations (DGs) in distribution systems are used in [16]
to minimize the restoration time and maximize the amount of restored loads.

(b) Outage range: Some researchers focus on the condition in which only a small part of the power
system is deenergized [13] while other researchers focus on the restoration procedure after a total
blackout [17].

(c) Sub problems: Much researchers have focused on the different sub problems in PSR such as
generator start-up sequence [18], standing voltage phase angles [19], and selecting suitable islands
to restart [20].
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(d) Modeling: There is a trade-off between speed and accuracy of PSR analysis; capturing the
behavior of the real system reduces the computation time and the implementation complexity.
Both static power flow calculations [17] and dynamic electromechanical models [8,21,22] are used.

Many recent reports focus on the using the capabilities of the MGs as the new effective solution
for PSR at the distribution system level. In [8], the feasibility of MG restoration after a blackout is
investigated using dynamic modeling. The microgrid central controller (MGCC) is responsible for
making the restoration decisions such as starting-up the black start units, energizing the feeders, and
restoring the loads and non-black start units. Using the information received periodically from the local
controllers about generation and consumption levels, the centralized control system of the MG makes
the restoration decisions. Such dynamic studies for MG restoration with the centralized approach are
widely used in the literature. In [22], the restoration of the distribution system is investigated in the
presence of multi-MGCC. Similar to [8], it is supposed that the sequence of the restoration actions is
determined by the centralized control system. In [23] and [11], the dynamic studies of the centralized
restoration process are performed for the MGs implemented in the northern region of Launceston in
Tasmania, and Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), respectively.

The centralized control schemes are low cost and easy to design, however, they suffer from
single-point-failure. Furthermore, they are not adaptive to the changes of the power network structure.
For instance, when new loads or generators are installed, the centralized control schemes may need to
be redesigned. To avoid these shortcomings, the decentralized control scheme is introduced. One of
the most popular decentralized control solutions is the multi-agent system (MAS). The MAS has the
advantage of surviving single-point-failure, and it can do the decentralized data processing which, in
turn, leads to task distribution and faster decision-making process [24].

MASs need to share the information process among the agents. The problem of communication
of the agents can be solved by the average consensus algorithm (ACA). ACA shares the information
among the agents in a distributed way to achieve an agreement on a common decision. This algorithm
is widely employed in different areas including the collective behavior of swarms [25], random
networks [26,27], formation flight control of multi-unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) system [28],
cooperative control of satellites [29], networks of cameras [30], and coordination and control of
mobile robots [31].

1.3. Contributions

This paper introduces a decentralized multi-agent-based approach for restoration of an LV MG.
In the proposed scheme, the MG local controllers are assigned to specific agents. The agents only know
their own local information and communicate with their neighboring agents to access the required
global information. The communication among the agents for sharing the local information and
accessing to the global information is based on ACA. After completing the sharing information process,
all agents take a common decision based on the discovered information to determine which load or
generation unit should be chosen and connected for maximizing the amount of the restored load in the
shortest possible time.

The centralized restoration scheme uses the information about the last generation-consumption
scenarios of the MG to determine the sequence of restoration actions. The information is periodically
sent by the MG local controllers to the MGCC. After a blackout, the MGCC performs service restoration
based on the latest updated information stored in a database and determines all restoration actions.
Since the database information is gathered during a certain period of time before the blackout, in the
case of changing in the load or generation scenario or lack of preparedness for the restoration of a
generation unit or load during the restoration process, the restoration scheme will be in trouble [8,22].
Thus, there is a need for a decentralized restoration approach that uses the online information of the
generation/consumption of the MG and determines a proper sequence of restoration actions to restore
the maximum possible amount of loads in the shortest possible time. The proposed decentralized
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multi-agent based restoration approach uses the online information of the generation/consumption of
the MG during the restoration process and determines a proper sequence of restoration actions.

1.4. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the centralized control structure for
the black start of the MG is briefly explained. Section 3 gives the dynamic modeling of an LV MG.
The employed dynamical models are compatible with the type of study. In Section 4, the proposed
decentralized multi-agent based approach for the restoration of an LV MG is explained. The proposed
scheme is simulated in MATLAB-Simulink (R2013b (8.2.0.701)), The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA,
USA) environment, and the study results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides
the conclusions.

2. Microgrid Control Structure for Black Start

Figure 1 shows the structure of an inverter-based LV MG. The presence of a synchronous generator
in an inverter-based LV MG is not common [8]. Generally, an LV MG includes the loads, microsources
(photovoltaic (PV), wind energy conversion system (WECS), fuel cell, and microturbine), and storage
devices (battery energy storage systems (BESSs) and flywheels).
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Figure 1. Typical low voltage (LV) microgrid (MG). MGCC: microgrid central controller; MC:
microsource controller; LC: load controller; WECS: wind energy conversion system; PV: photovoltaic.

The safe, economic and stable operation of an MG in both grid connected and islanded mode
depends on the existence of a proper control system [11,32–34]. An LV MG can be controlled centrally
by the MGCC installed at the LV side of MV/LV substation. The load controller (LC) and microsource
controller (MC) are local controllers that control the loads and microsources, respectively, and exchange
the required information (such as set-points and load/consumption situations) with the MGCC through
a narrow-band communication link. LC controls the loads using the local load shedding schemes in
emergency conditions while MC controls the active and reactive power of microsources [35].

Under normal operation, the MG is connected to the MV network. However, in order to deal
with the islanded mode and black start of the MG following a blackout, an emergency operation mode
should be provided. If a blackout occurs, the restoration process time needs to be reduced as much as
possible. The restoration plan is defined step by step. The main steps are building the LV network,
connecting the microsources, connecting the controllable loads, controlling the voltage and frequency,
and synchronizing the MG with the MV network, when it is available [8,22].

In the centralized restoration scheme, the MG black start is guided by the MGCC. The information
about generation-consumption scenarios of the MG is periodically sent by the MCs and LCs to MGCC
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using the communication links and they will be stored in a database. After the blackout occurrence,
based on the information available in the database, the MGCC determines a sequence of restoration
actions and send the proper control commands to the local controllers [8,22].

To implement such a centralized restoration approach, all of the MCs and LCs must have a
direct communication with the MGCC. In the case of communication failure for each local controller,
the centralized restoration scheme faces with some problems. That’s why it is said that the centralized
control schemes easily suffer from single point failure. Moreover, the centralized restoration scheme
uses the information available in its database to determine the sequence of restoration actions. Since the
database information is gathered during a certain period of time before the blackout, in the case
of changing in the load or generation scenario or lack of preparedness for the restoration of a
generation unit or load during the restoration process, the restoration scheme will be in trouble.
Thus, there is a need for a decentralized restoration approach that uses the online information of the
generation/consumption of the MG and determines a proper sequence of restoration actions to restore
the maximum possible amount of loads in the shortest possible time.

This paper proposes a decentralized multi-agent based approach for the MG restoration in which
the online data related to the generation and consumption are used to determine a proper sequence of
restoration actions. In the following sections, first, the MG components will be dynamically modeled.
Then, according to the mathematical discussion on the distributed averaging problem, the proposed
multi-agent based method will be presented.

3. Modeling of the Microgrid Components

Generally, MGs include some components such as microsources, storage devices, and loads.
In order to study the dynamic behavior of the MG during the restoration process, it is essential to
provide a proper dynamic model for each component that is compatible with the type of the study [36].
In the following subsections, various components of the MG are modeled.

3.1. Microsource Modeling

There are several dynamic models for microsources in the literature. To model the PV cell, this
paper uses the single-diode model or five-parameter model [13]. This model provides an adequate
trade-off between simplicity and accuracy. A PV system is commercially available in the form of
modules in which there is a number of series cells. The modules are connected in series to make a
string with an appropriate voltage level. While, to increase the current rating, the strings are connected
in parallel and form an array. In [37], the model of the PV array based on the five parameter model is
found. In this paper, it is assumed that the PV arrays work at the maximum power point.

The WESS model used in this study is based on the constant speed wind turbine that is available
in [38]. Likewise, regarding the period of study, only the average value of the wind speed is considered
(i.e., the wind speed is constant).

To model the dynamic behavior of the microturbine, the gas turbine (GAST) model [39] is used.
There are two types of the microturbine including single-shaft microturbine (high-speed) and split-shaft
microturbine (low-speed). In the single-shaft microturbine, the turbine speed range is from 50,000 to
120,000 rpm. So, this type of microturbine requires an AC/DC/AC converter for connecting to the grid.
The split-shaft microturbine uses a power turbine that is rotated at 3600 rpm and can be connected to a
conventional induction generator using a gearbox [39].

Reference [40] provides a basic dynamic model for a solid-oxide fuel cell (SOFC) that is used in
this paper. This model has some assumption to achieve an integrated dynamic model for using in the
power systems simulations.

3.2. Converter Modeling

There are two kinds of control mode for operating the converters: (1) grid-forming mode and
(2) grid-following mode [41]. The grid-forming converters emulate the behavior of a synchronous
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generator and provide the voltage and frequency references for the MG. The grid-forming converter
acts as a voltage source and controls its output voltage and frequency using the droop control. When the
MG works in the islanded mode, at least one converter must operate as a grid-forming converter.

DGs must meet two requirements to have the black start capability: (i) equipped with storage
devices (batteries or super-capacitors) in the DC link of their inverter and (ii) operation of their inverter
in the grid-forming control mode. These DGs are capable of restarting without any external power
source, energize the network, supply a part of loads, and provide remote cranking power for the other
DGs with the grid-following inverter control system [42]. Figure 2 shows the control structure of a
droop-based grid-forming converter.
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The grid-following converters are mainly designed to deliver a pre-determined power to
an energized grid. If there is no synchronous generator or grid-forming converter in the MG,
the grid-following converter cannot operate. Figure 3 shows the control structure of a grid-following
converter [43].
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4. Proposed Decentralized Approach

4.1. Mathematical Background

The consensus problem is a prevalent problem in distributed control. In the following two
subsections, the ACA is explained.
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4.1.1. Distributed Averaging

Let g = (N, E) be a graph with N nodes and E edges. In node set N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, consider
each edge {i, j} ∈ E is an unordered pair of distinct nodes. Let c0

i be a real number associated to node
i at time t = 0. The average consensus problem calculates iteratively the average (1/n)∑n

i=1 c0
i in a

distributed way at every node (see Figure 4). The following iterative law, known as ACA, is proposed
in the literature to solve this averaging problem [44]:

ck+1
i = ck

i + ∑
j∈Ni

wij(ck
j − ck

i ), (1)

where i = 1, 2, . . . , n; n is the number of nodes; ck
i , ck+1

i are the values of node i at iteration k and k + 1,
respectively, and wij is the weight coefficient that enables communication between neighboring nodes
i and j. If nodes i and j are connected together, 0 < wij < 1, otherwise, wij = 0. Ni is the index of nodes
connected to node i.
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By considering Ck = [ck
1, . . . , ck

i , . . . , ck
n]

T
, Equation (1) can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

Ck+1
i =Ck

i +ACk
i = (I + A)Ck

i → Ck+1
i = DCk

i , (2)

where I is the identity matrix, and:

D =



1− ∑
j∈N1

w1j · · · w1i · · · w1n

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
wi1 · · · 1− ∑

j∈Ni

wij · · · win

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
wn1 · · · wni · · · 1− ∑

j∈Nn

wnj


n×n

. (3)

The square matrix D is said to be doubly stochastic if its elements are non-negative and sums of
each row and each column are equal to ones, i.e., with l1×n = [1, 1, . . . , 1], l×D = l and l×DT= l [45].
Based on the Gerschgorin’s Disks theorem, the eigenvalues of D are lower than or equal to one.
According to the Perron Frobenius Lemma [46], one can write:

lim
k→∞

Dk =
lT ∗ l

n
, (4)
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where n is the dimension of matrix D. Combination of (2) and (4) leads to:

lim
k→∞

Ck
i =

lT ∗ l
n

C0
i . (5)

From Equation (5), one can see that the system reaches to consensus when k approaches infinity.
The speed of convergence depends on the design of D. In practice, the exact equilibrium is not required,
and the number of required steps for converging is approximately equal to:

k =
−1

loge(
1

λ2
)

, (6)

where e is the error tolerance and λ2 is the second biggest eigenvalue of D [44]. Equation (6) shows that
λ2 determines the number of required steps to converge or equivalently the speed of the algorithm.
To achieve the maximum speed and the optimal solution, the weight coefficients in matrix D must be
determined in such a way to minimize λ2.

4.1.2. Coefficient Setting

The employed method for setting the weight coefficients depends on the type of application, i.e.,
offline or online applications. If the system is exposed to changes of configuration, the optimization
problem must be solved again at every change. Because of the multiple variables and constraints
in this optimization problem and the required time to achieve the information of the new system
configuration, the optimization is time consuming and is, therefore, suitable for offline applications.
For online application, there is a requirement for a proper algorithm to adjust the weight coefficients
near their optimum values. Normally, in online applications, the weight coefficients are determined by
using a simple rule named Uniform method [44]. This method proposes the fixed coefficients that are
calculated as follows:

wij =


1/n, j ∈ Ni
1− ∑

j∈Ni

1/n, i = j

0, otherwise.

(7)

In above equations, n is the number of nodes. To achieve a higher convergence speed, another
method named Metropolis is introduced in [47] that makes λ2 near to its minimum value using an
adaptive weight updating law. The updating rule is:

wij =


1/(Max(ni, nj) + 1), j ∈ Ni
1− ∑

j∈Ni

1/(Max(ni, nj) + 1), i = j

0, otherwise,

(8)

where ni and nj are the number of nodes in the neighborhood of the node i and j, respectively. It is
easy to show that these two methods guarantee the two required conditions for applying the Perron
Frobenius Lemma to D (i.e., the sums of each column and row of the D are ones, and all its eigenvalues
are equal or lower than one). To make a comparison between the speeds of the ACA with various
coefficient setting rules, let consider the graph depicted in Figure 5. Now, let us define the initial values
assigned to each node as follows: c0

1 = 100, c0
2 = 100, c0

3 = −50, c0
4 = −100, c0

5 = −50.
By using Equation (2), the equilibrium point for unlimited iterations will be:

c∞
1 = c∞

2 = c∞
3 = c∞

4 = c∞
5 =

1
5

5

∑
i=1

c0
i = 0. (9)

It means that after using the consensus algorithm (Equation (1)), the number ‘0’ exists in each
node. Figure 6 shows the value in each node for 60 iterations. Considering an error tolerance equal to
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0.01, the nodes have reached the consensus with 31 and 25 iterations for the uniform and metropolis
methods, respectively.
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4.2. General Assumptions

The goal of this paper is to develop a decentralized multi-agent-based approach to restore
the MG loads and generations with a proper sequence of actions after a total blackout. The local
controllers (MCs and LCs) and the MG communication infrastructure are so important for the successful
implementation of the decentralized restoration scheme.

Based on the abovementioned distributed averaging algorithm, it is assumed that each node of the
graph can be considered as an agent. The edges of the graph can be considered as the communication
links among the agents. It is assumed that each local controller is assigned to a specific agent. Thus,
there are two kinds of agents: (i) MC agents and (ii) LC agents. Figure 7 shows the conceptual
decentralized multi-agent based model for MG restoration. In this model, each MC agent has some
local information such as the amount of the generation capacity of the corresponding microsource,
connection situation of the corresponding microsource (connected or disconnected), its availability
and preparedness for the restoration, and pre-defined priority for the restoration.
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The LC agents have similar local information of their corresponding loads. The agents don’t
have any direct access to the global information of the system. An agent is only able to communicate
with its neighbors. By using the ACA based communication law, the agents are able to share the local
information, to access the global information, and accordingly to take a common decision for restoring
the loads or generation units.

4.3. Information Sharing Process

The local initial information of each agent is placed within an initial matrix. The initial matrices
just have the local information of the agents. Agent i is initialized with a n× 4 matrix Mi where n is
the number of agents. In Mi, up to four non-zero elements may exist. These three non-zero elements
are Mi(i, 1), Mi(i, 2), Mi(i, 3), and Mi(i, 4). Mi(i, 1) can be either 0 or i to show whether the generation
unit or the load assigned to agent i is connected or not. Each agent can realize which generation units
or loads are disconnected by checking the position of the zeros. Mi(i, 2) can be 0 or i to show that the
disconnected load or generation unit is ready for restoration or not. In the case of MC agents, Mi(i, 3)
shows the amount of the power that the generation unit can produce while in the case of LC agents,
it represents the amount of the load power that agent i will consume. Mi(i, 4) can be 0, 1, 2, 3 that
shows a pre-defined priority of the agents for restoration action. If Mi(i, 4) = 0, the agent i has no
pre-defined priority.

For example, let consider the initial matrices Mi, Mj, Mn for agent i, j, n, respectively, as follows:

Mi =



0 0 0 0
...

...
...

...
0 i PGi 0
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 0


n×4

, Mj =



0 0 0 0
...

...
...

...
0 j −PLj 1
...

...
...

...
0 0 0 0


n×4

, Mn =



0 0 0 0
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
n 0 0 0


n×4

. (10)

The above initial matrices present the following information. MC-agent i is disconnected; it is
ready for restoration; if it is connected, it can produce power equal to PGi ; and it has no pre-defined
priority. Similarly, the LC-agent j is disconnected; it is ready for restoration; if it is connected, it
consumes PLj ; and it has the highest priority to be connected. The agent n is connected, and there is no
need for the restoration. Each agent has a similar principle to make the initial information matrix. By
using the ACA (Equation (1)), all initial matrices will converge to the same matrix that is available for
each agent. A typical final converged matrix can be:

Mconv. =



...
...

...
...

0
n

i
n

PGi

n
0
n

...
...

...
...

0
n

j
n

−PLj

n
1
n

...
n
n

...
0
n

...
0
n

...
0
n


n×4

. (11)

Each element of the final converged matrix is equal to the average summation of the corresponding
elements existed in the initial matrices. The actual amount of each element can be obtained by
multiplying the element by n. According to the discovered global information (Mconv.), the amount
of disconnected loads and generations are available and after reaching the consensus, all agents take
a common decision for restoring the loads or generation units. The following subsection is devoted
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to implementing the proposed method in which the function of agents and decision making process
are described.

4.4. Implementation of the Proposed Multi-Agent Based Approach for MG Restoration

The function modules of the agent i is illustrated in Figure 8. Each agent has four main modules:
(1) initialization; (2) information update; (3) information keep; and (4) exchange and decision making.
The required steps for operation of the agents can be designated as follows:

Step 1: Initialization: in this step, the local initial information matrix of each agent (M0
i ) is formed.

Step 2: Information sharing: in this step, each agent receives the information of its neighboring agents
through a communication link and updates its information by using the ACA. After reaching
the consensus, the common decision will be made.

Step 3: Decision making: when the agents reach the consensus in the sharing information process,
a proper decision will be made. Decision making is one of the crucial parts of the agents’
function blocks. This block must be designed to meet the initial restoration steps such as
setting up the generation units with black start capability and energizing the restoration path.
Moreover, in the next steps, this block must determine a proper sequence for connection of
disconnected loads and generation units by providing the maximum amount of the restored
loads in the shortest possible time.
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Decision Making Process

MG restoration process begins by setting up a generation unit with black start capability. In an
inverter-based MG, the inverter with grid-forming control mode has the black start capability. It is
assumed that in the MG, one inverter is in grid-forming control mode and the other ones operate
in grid following mode. The output real power of the grid-following inverters is a constant value.
However, the output real power of the grid-forming inverter varies based on the MG frequency (droop
control). During the restoration process, the connection of a load or a generation unit changes the
output power of the grid-forming inverter. The capacity and the instantaneous power of grid-forming
inverter play a key role in determining a proper sequence of connecting the loads and generation units
with a grid-following inverter.
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To help better understand this, consider the flowchart of the decision making process shown in
Figure 9. When the algorithm is run for the first time, the microsource with grid forming inverter
is chosen and connected to energize the MG feeder. Then, a pre-defined interruption is required for
damping of the frequency fluctuations. The interruption time depends on the inertia and damping
factor of the MG. In the next run of the algorithm, after reaching the consensus, the information related
to the output power of the grid-forming inverter Pform that is a small value (only for energizing the
MG feeder) as well as the disconnected load units and available power of the generation units with
grid-following inverter are available for all agents. The capacity of the grid-forming inverter Pcap

form is
also specified. In this step, based on the discovered information, the largest possible amount of the
load is chosen to be connected. This amount of the connected load makes the grid-forming inverter
to work in the capacity limits, so in the next step, a generation unit with the grid-following inverter
is chosen to releases the capacity of the grid-forming inverter by providing a fixed amount of power.
This procedure will continue until all of the generation units and the maximum possible amount of the
loads are connected.
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5. Simulation Results and Discussion

In order to evaluate the dynamic behavior of an MG during restoration procedure, a benchmark
LV MG network presented in Figure 10 is implemented in the simulation platform. The electrical data
for this LV test system can be found in [48]. It is supposed that the MG is subjected to a total blackout.
The studied MG includes nine local controllers, and each one is assigned to a specific agent. Figure 11
shows the two topologies for connection of the agents.

From (6), it can be observed that the speed of ACA is independent of the initial information matrix
and it depends on how the agents are connected and how the weight coefficients are determined.
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To verify the convergence speed of the ACA for the topologies of Figure 11, let define the initial values
assigned to each agent as follows:

c0
1 = 1, c0

2 = −1, c0
3 = 1, c0

4 = −1, c0
5 = 1, c0

6 = −1, c0
7 = 1, c0

8 = −1, c0
9 = 0. (12)
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1 = c∞
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4 = c∞
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6 = c∞
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9 =

1
9

9

∑
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It means that after using the consensus algorithm (Equation (1)), the number ‘0’ exists in each
agent. The metropolis method is used for determining the weight coefficient. Figure 12 shows the
value in each agent for 40 iterations. Considering an error tolerance equal to 0.01, the agents have
reached the consensus with 19 and 17 iterations for the topology (a) and (b), respectively.Energies 2017, 10, 1491 14 of 20 
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The time delay to reach the consensus can be estimated by:

T =
Niteration × NM × Nb

C
, (14)

where Niteration is the number of required iterations to reach the consensus, NM is the size of the
information matrix, Nb is the number of required bits to represent each element of the information
matrix, and C is the communication link speed. For the topology (a) and (b), the system requires 19
and 17 iterations to converge, respectively. There are nine agents, NM = 9× 4, and if 16 bits are used
for representing each element of the information matrix, for a network with 5 Mbit/s, time delay for
reaching the consensus for the topology (a), (b) are 0.002189 s and 0.001958 s, respectively. This time
delay is very small compared with the pre-defined interruption time used in the decision making
process. In the simulations, the interruption time is considered equal to 4 s. Therefore, the time delay
for reaching the consensus can be neglected.

In order to provide the black start capability for the studied MG, the microturbine is equipped
with the battery storage in the DC link, and its inverter operates in the grid-forming control mode.
The inverters of the fuel cell and PVs systems operate in the grid following control mode. The wind
turbine is connected directly to the grid through an induction generator. It should be noted that the
secondary control is carried out locally by using a PI controller at microturbine control system aiming
to restore the frequency and voltage to the nominal value after any restoration action. The restoration
process is started with forming the initial information matrices of the agents. The initial information
matrices are as follows:
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M1 =



0 1 −5 2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M2 =



0 0 0 0
0 2 −40 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M3 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 3 30 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M4 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 4 20 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M5 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 5 10 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0



M6 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 6 −20 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M7 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 7 −4.8 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


, M8 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 8 −20 0
0 0 0 0


, M9 =



0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 9 15 0


By using ACA for the topology (a), after 0.002189 s, the agents share the initial information and

reach the consensus. The final converged matrix that is available for all agents is as follows:

Mconv. =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
9

2
9

3
9

4
9

5
9

6
9

7
9

8
9

9
9

−5
9

−40
9

30
9

20
9

10
9
−20

9
−4.8

9
−20

9
15
9

2
9

1
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



T

By checking the first and the second columns of Mconv. (or second row of MT
conv.), it can be

found that all of the loads and generations are disconnected, and they are ready to be restored.
Column 3 shows that the MC-agents have no predefined priority and they will be chosen based on
their production capacity. Among the LC-agents, the LC-agent 2 (correspond to the apartment building
disconnected from bus 4) has the highest priority to be connected. LC-agent 1 (correspond to the
motor load) has the next priority, and the other LC-agents have no pre-defined priority for restoration.
The first common decision of the agents in this step is to connect the MC-agent 3 (correspond to the
microturbine) for energizing the MG feeder.

After connecting the microturbine and passing the interruption time (4 s), the initial information
matrices are again formed. All of the initial matrices are same as the previous step except the initial
matrix corresponds to the MC-agent 3. In this step, the final converged matrix is as follows:

Mconv. =



0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
9

2
9

0
4
9

5
9

6
9

7
9

8
9

9
9

−5
9

−40
9

30
9

20
9

10
9
−20

9
−4.8

9
−20

9
15
9

2
9

1
9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0



T

From the above matrix, it can be seen that the microturbine has 30 kW capacity for supplying the
loads. By considering the priority of the loads, the LC-agent 2 connects three apartment buildings
and the microturbine will reach its capacity limit. After passing the interruption time, the initial
information matrices are again formed, and the final converged matrix is expressed as follows:
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Mconv. =



0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
9

2
9

0
4
9

5
9

6
9

7
9

8
9

9
9

−5
9

−10
9

0
20
9

10
9
−20

9
−4.8

9
−20

9
15
9

2
9

1
9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0



T

The above matrix shows that the microturbine has reached its capacity limit and there is a need
for connection of another MC-agent to release the capacity of the microturbine. In this step, among the
MC-agents, the MC-agent 4 (correspond to the wind turbine) that has a higher production capacity is
chosen to be connected. In the next step, the final converged matrix is as follows:

Mconv. =



0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

1
9

2
9

0 0
5
9

6
9

7
9

8
9

9
9

−5
9

−10
9

20
9

0
10
9
−20

9
−4.8

9
−20

9
15
9

2
9

1
9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0



T

In this step, the microturbine has 20 kW free capacity. The remaining load of LC-agent 2 along
with the LC-agent 1 and one of the residence groups correspond to the LC-agent 6 are connected.
This process will continue until all of the MC-agents are connected, and the microturbine operates
in its capacity limits. The remaining disconnected loads will be supplied when the MG is connected
to the upstream network. Table 1 shows the sequence of restoration actions carried out based on the
proposed decentralized multi-agent based scheme.

Table 1. Sequence of restoration actions.

Steps Actions time

Step 1 Connection of microturbine t = 1 s

Step 2 Connection of three apartment buildings at bus 4 t = 5 s

Step 3 Connection of wind turbine t = 9 s

Step 4

Connection of one apartment building at bus 4

t = 13 sConnection of motor load

Connection of one of the residence groups at bus 6

Step 5 Connection of fuel cell t = 17 s

Step 6 Connection of three remaining residences at bus 6 t = 21 s

Step 7 Connection of PVs t = 25 s

Step 8 Connection of one apartment building at bus 9 t = 29 s

After step 8, the final converged matrix is expressed as follows:

Mconv. =



1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0
7
9

8
9

0

0 0 0 0 0 0
−4.8

9
−10

9
0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



T
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By checking the first column of Mconv., it can be found that all of the generation units and loads
are connected, except the load at bus 8 and a part of the load at bus 9. The microturbine also has
reached its capacity limits, so the remaining loads will be supplied when the upstream network is
available. At this point, the work of the proposed decentralized multi-agent based restoration scheme
has been completed.

It should be noted that during the restoration procedure, if the produced (consumed) power of
the generation units (loads) changes or they are not ready to be restored, the restoration decisions
may be changed by providing a proper local initial information matrix. That’s why it is emphasized
that the proposed method uses online information of the system to determine the sequence of the
restoration actions.

Dynamic simulations are carried out in the Matlab-Simulink environment. Figure 13 shows
the microturbine real power during the restoration process. Each time that the loads are connected,
the microturbine reaches to its capacity limit, and with the connection of generation units, its capacity
is released. Figure 14 shows the frequency of the MG during the restoration process. The real power of
the microsources is shown in Figure 15. The results show that for successful implementation of the
proposed scheme, the generation unit with grid-forming inverter plays a key role and the proper time
interval among the restoration actions is required.
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6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a decentralized multi-agent-based approach for MG restoration. In the
proposed scheme, the MG local controllers were assigned to specific agents. The communication rule
for sharing the local information of the agents and getting access to the global information was based
on ACA. A proper restoration decisions strategy based on the discovered global information was
developed. Compared to the centralized restoration schemes, the proposed method had the capability
of surviving the single-point failure. Moreover, the online information of the generation/consumption
of the MG was used to determine the proper sequence of restoration actions. The effectiveness of the
proposed strategy is verified using a benchmark LV MG network.
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